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The
revolution
behind

V2 Beauty Booster
treatment protocol
The V2 injector gun

The V2 injector gun is a delivery
device that allows the practitioner
to place the Beauty Booster with
Redensity [I] reliably beneath the
skin. It offers precise depth and
accurate dosing for a quick and
effective treatment with minimal pain
and downtime for patients.
The V2 injector gun can be
used with multi-needles – the
nine-point for the face and fivepoint for areas such as the hands.
This increases the speed of the
procedure and decreases the
sensation relative to single needles,
as patients do not perceive the
multiple points.
The device works by applying
inbuilt suction to the skin prior to
every injection. This decreases the
sensation and vascularity in the area,
improving comfort and the accuracy
of the depth delivery, ensuring a more
uniform treatment.
In addition to use on the face, the
V2 injector gun can also be used on
the neck, which can be a difficult area
to treat with success.

Beauty Booster
Offer your patients the latest
advancement in aesthetics with the
breakthrough V2 Beauty Booster,
reinventing the treatment of skin.

T

Teosyal Redensity [I]

he V2 Beauty Booster
treatment is a new, gamechanging advancement in
aesthetics, revolutionising the
way we treat skin.
Distributed by Mondeal
Aesthetics, the V2 injector gun
delivers the V2 Beauty Booster
treatment with Teosyal Redensity
[I] into the skin.
Treatment is a completely
customisable with a wide range of
applications to target dehydrated
skin, fine lines and wrinkles. It can
be used to achieve tighter, firmer
skin on the face, lower eyelid,
forehead, neck, décolletage
and hands.
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Teosyal PureSense Redensity [I] is a
unique hyaluronic acid that hydrates
and repairs the skin – a new concept
known as Beauty Booster.
Redensity [I] can be injected into the
papillary dermis across the entire face.
Teosyal Redensity [I] is non
cross-linked HA that includes a
unique patented formula of effective
natural components (amino acids,
antioxidants, minerals and vitamins).
This combination helps optimise DNA
synthesis and stimulate collagen
production. With pharmaceuticalgrade hypoallergenic properties, these
ingredients have the ability to assist
in dermal restructuring.
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Redensity [I] integrates into the
papillary dermis, nourishing and
treating the skin and allowing the
fibroblasts to lay down new collagen
and elastin. Unlike cross-linked fillers,
Redensity [I] will not leave tiny lumps
of HA under the skin (which can take
up to 12 months to disappear).
The lightness of the gel, exerting low
pressure in the tissue, also contributes
to a low incidence of swelling.
Treatment should be viewed as
more regenerative and ongoing in
nature. Fibroblasts within the papillary
dermis will be activated to lay down
new collagen and elastin, resulting
in a thicker and more elastic dermis.
These results should remain for at
least 12 months post treatment
before the effects of ageing are once
again seen.
The results are visibly lighter,
smoother, and softer skin after a few
treatments. The effects are subtle and
natural looking.
On average, patients should
experience minimal downtime. Some
patients may have bruising and
blotchiness post treatment, which
will usually settle after four days.
Downtime is reduced after each
subsequent treatment of Redensity [I]
due to the dermis being repaired.
The Beauty Booster treatment
encompasses a range of benefits –
from its ease of use and flexibility of
treatment to its minimal downtime.
The V2 injector gun can benefit any
practice that already performs any
type of skin needling or dermal filler
treatment. It is a quick and effective
way to improve skin tone and texture.
The V2 Beauty Booster represents
a unique advancement in aesthetics
and has become the skin treatment
of choice for many practitioners,
achieving optimal results that
ultimately lead to happy and satisfied
patients. AMP
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The objective is to completely
blanket the face with hydrating
hyaluronic acid, creating a beautiful
glow for the patient. To do so, the
face is divided into thirds, with
33 injections in each third. The
treatment protocol is as follows:
• Three treatments of Teosyal
Redensity [I] (3ml), with three to
four weeks between treatments
• Topical anaesthetic is optional
• Prep with Teoxane RHA™
Micellar Solution
• Post-treatment apply Teoxane
Cosmeceuticals Post Procedure
and Oxygenetix Foundation
• Between treatments patient to use
Teoxane Cosmeceuticals Deep
Repair Balm for three to five days
post treatment for protection
At every treatment the patient
will receive 3ml of Redensity [I]
HA, which will hydrate and repair
the skin. After the full treatment,
the patient will have had 9ml of
Redensity [I] injected into the
papillary dermis. Fibroblasts will be
activated, promoting new collagen
and elastin in the skin and delivering
healthy looking, hydrated skin.
If you do decide your patient
requires moderate volume,
Redensity [II] is an ideal choice as it
is semi cross-linked and therefore
more forgiving than a fully crosslinked product. You would use it on
the lower third of the face at a depth
of approximately 1.6 to 1.8mm
and follow up with Redensity [I]
treatments for the second and
third treatments.
Clinicians following the prescribed
protocol can be assured of optimal
patient satisfaction. After the initial
three treatments the patient should
present at six-monthly intervals for
an additional treatment to ensure
radiant, healthy skin.
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Teoxane Cosmeceuticals

What doctors
are saying about the

“The V2 Injector has revolutionised
how we place filler in the skin level,
essentially for the promotion of
healthy, glowing and firmer skin.
V2 Injector allows precision of the
amount of product used, as well as
the depth of the product used, which
is extremely important to me for an
optimal outcome. This, together with
Redensity [I], being a very fine HA
with a dermal complex, improves the
luminance, integrity and structure of
the skin. It is my number one go-to
treatment regimen and product for
skin management.”
– Dr Steven Liew, Shape Clinic
in NSW
“The precise delivery of hyaluronic
acid into the dermis provides a
predictable method of improving
crepiness and fine lines of facial
skin. The benefit is long lasting with
little downtime.”
– Dr Ian Carlisle, Cabrini Medical
Centre in Victoria
“The V2 Injector is an excellent
piece of equipment that enables
you to safely and effectively deliver
Redensity [I] to the superficial
dermis, which doesn’t result in
downtime to the patient and
produces the added results of
hydrated skin, minimisation of fine
lines and a fabulous “glow”. Patients
love the results.”
– Dr Ellen Selkon, Clinic 42 in
New Zealand
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“I’m very happy with the results I
am achieving with the V2 Injector
and Redensity [I]. Combining CIT
(needling) with the introduction of
antioxidants, amino acids, copper,
zinc and HA intradermally is such
an obvious step forward in skin
treatments. Over the years I’ve tried
a number of intradermal products
claiming to improve skin quality. This
is the first time I’ve been confident
enough in the results to introduce it
into my practice.”
– Dr Teresa Cattin, Faceworks in
New Zealand
“The use of the gun means that
treatments can be delegated to
nursing staff, safe in the knowledge
that the dose and depth per “shot”
has been prescribed and can be
accurately followed by a relativelyinexperienced staff member. The
dose and depth can be varied
among different individuals with
varying skin thicknesses, textures
and requirements, as well as
among different areas on the
same individual.”
– Dr Mary Dingley, Cosmetic
Medicine Centre in QLD
“The V2 injector gun can safely
be used on any area of the face,
neck & décolletage, even treating
the delicate under eyelid skin. As
it allows me to adjust the depth,
dosage, speed and vacuum, I
can safely, effectively and evenly
distribute the product within a short

“I think any practice that already
performs any type of skin needling or
dermal fillers would benefit from adding
the V2 gun to their range of treatments.
It is simple and quick to perform,
requires minimal preparation and can
benefit anybody who wants to improve
their skin tone or texture. It is very
popular in Europe and Asia and word is
spreading in Australia.”
– Dr Jenny Kimmins, Southern
Cosmetics in Victoria

amount of time, without product
wastage and client downtime.”
– Dr Lee Lua, B Clinic Medical
Cosmetic Bar in QLD
“Patients are amazed at the
comfort of the treatment and the
early results are promising. The V2
injector gun can be used by any
person qualified and trained to inject
S4 fillers. It helps to eliminate uneven
placement of products giving a more
uniform treatment by all injecting
staff in the clinic.”
– Dr Eddie Roos, Cosmetic
Elegance Clinic in QLD
“My Redensity [I] practice would not
have existed without the ability to
deliver the product in a fast, effective
and consistent manner using the
V2 injector gun. I was reluctant to
try both Redensity [I] and the V2
injector initially, as I had had poor
results using other hyalurones
injected manually into the superficial
dermal layers. Once I had trialled
the product and gun on patients,
received their feedback and saw the
results, I knew that this was going to
be an important component of my
cosmetic practice.”
– Dr Garsing Wong, Sapphire
Appearance Medicine Clinic in
Auckland, NZ
“I think any practice that already
performs any type of skin needling
or dermal fillers would benefit from
adding the V2 gun to their range
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“The V2 Injector gun automates
something that would be very laborious
and very difficult to do manually. It
allows the practitioner to place a dermal
filler reliably 1mm or less beneath the
skin and to do so consistently hundreds
of times with a very precise volume.
A couple of days after the procedure,
patients often describe their skin
texture looking better. By week six,
new collagen Type 1 forms and the
skin is measurably better in its structure
and appearance.”
– Dr Mariusz Gajewski, Star Cosmetic
Medicine in NSW

The V2 Beauty Booster treatment is
best used in combination with Teoxane
Cosmeceuticals. Created specifically for
use by doctors, this impressive skincare
range exhibits soothing and healing
ingredients to help initiate and optimise
the recovery process.
All Teoxane products contain Resilient
Hyaluronic Acid (RHA), which provides the
optimal hydration to strengthen, protect
and plump the skin. RHA hydrates by
forming a strong barrier on the skin’s
surface and locking in moisture, allowing
gradual release of the active ingredients.
The Teoxane Micellar Solution can be
used in-clinic for skin preparation before
the procedure. Plus, for the patient, it
offers a 3-in-1 action – cleanser, toner and
makeup remover.
The Teoxane Post Procedure Fluid is
designed to calm and restore the skin
after an aesthetic treatment. The delicate,
irritated skin is soothed and protected
while skin regeneration is enhanced to
ensure quick recovery.
The Teoxane Deep Repair Balm
complements the Post Procedure Fluid
and can be given to the patient as a home
prescription for post-procedure care.

“The treatment ultimately creates
firmer, stronger and glowing skin.
As an operator of the V2, we can
be assured of the correct depth
and dosage into the papillary
dermis, providing a perfect
environment for the new collagen
and elastin production.”
– Dr Peter Bakaric, Collagen Face
Centre in NSW

Oxygenetix

“The results speak for themselves.
Everybody wants brighter, stronger
skin and now we have a product and
a device to deliver this to them with
minimal downtime and pain. There is
certainly no other product on the market
that both hydrates and nourishes the
skin the way that Redensity [I] does. The
only way to deliver th is directly into the
dermis is with the V2 injector gun. So for
the first time we have been able to
simulate up-regulation of dermal cells.”
– Dr Sean Arendse, Flawless
Rejuvenation Clinic in Victoria
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To camouflage post-procedure skin,
Oxygenetix is a breathable foundation that
can be applied directly to broken, post-laser
and post-surgical skin and is suitable for use
after V2 Injector treatments.
This breathable foundation is based on a
patent-pending formula – Ceravitae Complex,
designed to expedite connective tissue
reconstruction, systemically build collagen
layers and reinforce natural skin healing. This
results in accelerated patient recovery and
reduction in scar formation post invasive
aesthetic procedures.

For enquiries please call 1800 633 830, email
sales@lookyounger.com.au or visit www.mondealaesthetics.com
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